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Abstract. This paper discusses about switched capacitor based front end con-
verter for BLDC motor drive application. The front end converter is used to pro-
vide controlled dc voltage with minimal dc voltage source for VSI feeding BLDC
motor with sensors. Hall sensors is used to commutate the motor electronically.
Voltage controlled technique is used to control dc link voltage as well as speed of
BLDCmotor. Both the results of switched capacitor front end converter fed BLDC
motor and Boost converter fed BLDC motor have been discussed and switched
capacitor based converter is outperforming boost fedBLDCmotor. The simulation
is carried out using MATLAB/Simulink simpower system blocksets.
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1 Introduction

In the recent past decades focus of electrical engineer is on the power elec- tronic
devices as by using power electronics devices supply side can meet the demand easily,
Also its application is very vast as from industrial point of view to the home appliances
and its contribution towards electrical side can be bet- ter explained by explaining its
contribution towards generation, transmission, distribution and utilization. In generation
sector most of the renewable energy system uses devices to boost up the output voltage
and also in excitation control of generation sector it plays very vital role.

Development of FACTS devices[1] is itself evidence that due to power electronic
devices HVDC and HVAC lines are possible as there switched inductor and switched
reactor configuration has been used. In Distribution sector power quality improvement
[2] always remainsmain area of focus and again power elec- tronics devices is being used
for same and utilization sector consist of end user and here there are lots of possibility
of using power devices but in this article speed control of drive control is the main area
of focus and it is achieved by using non-isolated DC-DC converter.

Both isolated and non-isolated DC-Dc converter is used for drive applications of
motors here in this paper switched capacitor based DC-DC converter are used for

speed control application of BLDCmotor. BLDCmotor works on the principle as of
DC motor but there is constructional wise difference as it uses electronic commutation
instead of using mechanical commutation that is being used in DC motor by using
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brushes which contributes to sparking problem, losses etc. To control the BLDC motor
various speed control technique has been proposed and that is too by using front end
converter [3–6]. ] A BLDC motor feeded by using filter capacitor through diode bridge
rectifier. DC link voltage have to be made constant because whenever the supply voltage
is greater than DC link voltage, for short duration of time it pulls electricity and this
results into induction of harmonics and ultimately power factor also decreases [3].

A novel PFC (Power Factor Corrected) Converter uses a single voltage sensor to
control the voltage of a DC link capacitor between a Zeta DC-DC converter and a VSI
to achieve speed control of a BLDC motor [4].Two current sensors are necessary for a
BLDC motor with a SEPIC converter using variable voltage for control. It is suggested
to control the BLDC motor in [5] using a modified-Zeta converter or a Luo converter,
however these have the switches connected in se- rieswith themains supply,which causes
more interference issues and requires for more filtering. The suggested control strategy
for BLDC motor with variable DC link voltage for VSI resolves the high switching
losses and PQ issues at the supply side [6].

This paper proposes front end converter based BLDC motor in which front end
DC-DC converter is a modified form of boost converter as at the output side switched
capacitor with one inductor is added and as a result conversion ratio of voltage has been
increased to 1:5 as boost converter has limitations of not going beyond a particular value
of duty ratio that restricts its voltage conversion ratio here here converted voltage at dc
link of output side of converter circuit not only used to fed inverter of BLDC motor but
also it is used to control the speed of that motor for wide range of speed.

2 Proposed Scheme for Speed Control of BLDC Motor

Figure 1 depicts the proposed methodology for sensored BLDC motor fed by switched
capacitor converter. In order for the voltage source inverter to operate the BLDC motor,
the front end converter must keep the dc link voltage set to the refer- ence voltage. It
is necessary to trigger the front end converter’s switch at a high switching frequency
for efficient control and small component sizes, such as in- ductors. Due to this reason
MOSFET is used as a switch for front end converter while the VSI uses a IGBT as it
require a low frequency operation. The pro- posed method controls the rotor speed to
match the predominant speed while maintaining the constant voltage at DC link by using
simple voltage controlled technique.Hall sensors are installed on theBLDCmotor’s rotor
to track the position of the rotor during electronic commutation.

A voltage controlled technique is employed in which the motor’s actual speed is
controlled and is compared with reference speed and thus error is generated which is
fed to PI controller and the it is compared to the current sensor output that is sensed at
input side of inductor thus the error generated is finally passed by relay and switching
pulse is generated for switching purpose of front end converter switch. Use of front end
converter to regulate dc link voltage and for speed control of BLDC motor is explained
in two operations i.e. on mode and off mode of converter and is discussed.
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Fig. 1. Proposed front end converter with BLDC motor

2.1 ON Mode Operation

When switch is triggered capacitor cs charges to input voltage value Vin and all the
diode i.e. D1, D2 and Do Are in reverse biased mode and it is not conducting thus
making capacitor c1 cs and inductor lc in series and making capacitor to be charged in
series with inductor. There is two kvl loop possible to develop input and output voltage
equations i.e. is show in Fig. 2. And equations are discussed below.

vin = vLin (1)

vin = L
dLin
dt

(2)

�ILon = vinDTs
Lin

(3)

from loop 2 we have

vLc = vC1 − vCs (4)

2.2 OFF Mode Operation

When switch is off and capacitor cs is charged up to voltage vin all the diodes are now
in forward biased and connecting the dc link capacitor co to the input side thus making
it possible to develop two kvl to develop equations and it is shown in Fig. 3. Also the
equations are discussed below.

From inner loop 1 we have

VLin = Vin − Vcs
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Fig. 2. (a) On mode operation, 2(b) off mode operation of front end converter.

�ILOFF=
(Vin − Vcs)(1− D)Ts

L
(5)

Average inductor current is zero so from equation (3) and (5) we have

�ILON + �ILOFF = 0

Vcs =
Vin

1− D
(6)

From bridge switched capacitor we can write

vc1 = vLc = −vc2 (7)

From outer loop 1 we can write

vin − vLin − vc1 − vLcc − vcs

Substituting equation (6) value in above equation and assuming all inductance value
same we can write above equation as

vin − 2vL − vin
1− D

− vc1 = 0

�LOFF = (vin(1− D) − vin − vc1(1− D))Ts
2

(8)

From equation (1) and equation (8) we can again write it as average inductor current
is zero i.e.

�ILON + �ILOFF = 0

vinD+ vim(1− D)

2
− vim − vc1(1−D) = 0

2vinD + vin(1− D) − vin − vc1(1−D) = 0
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vin(2D+ 1− D − 1) = vc1(1−D)

vin3D = vc1(1− D)

vc1 =
3vinD

1− D
(9)

from equation 7 we have

vc1 = −vc2

Vc2 = −3vinD

1− D
(10)

From outer loop 2 we can write

vcs − vc2 − vco = 0

vco = vo

vo = vcs − vc2

Putting value of equation of (6) and equation (10) in above equation we get

vo = vin
1− D

+ 3vinD

1− D

vo = vin(3D + 1)

1− D
(11)

let us assume D = 0.5 and put it on above equation we have gain as follows

v0 = 5vin

The duty ratio D for the proposed converter is given by

D = vo − vin
3vin + vo

(12)

Value of Inductance can be calculated as follows using ripple currents and duty ratio
are as follows

Lin = Lc = L = (1− D)vin
fs�ILin

(13)

where
�ILin = 4− 10% of Io

C1 = C2 = C = D.Io
fs.�vc

(14)
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2.3 Controller Part for Proposed Topology

For speed control of BLDC motor using switched capacitor front end converter a very
simple technique has been used using PI controller and current sensors and it is indirectly
is related to generation of switching pulse for the converter circuit i.e. Speed of the rotor
is compared to the reference value and thus error is generated and this error signal is
passed through PI controller and generated signal is then summed with incoming input
coming from current sensor that is passed by controller finally it is summed such that
error is generated and finally it passed through relay thus switching pulse is generated
for switch.

3 Conventional Converter Based BLDC Motor

Boost Converter is generally used in DC-DC voltage conversion application and also
for power factor correction method due to its simple construction and less number of
power electronic devices used in the circuit. But the main problem is its conversion gain
ratio cannot go beyond certain limit as duty ratio can be increased beyond certain limit
because the switching off time for switch will reduces and also conduction loss will
increase. Block diagram for simulation have are shown in Fig. 3. And various equations
have been discussed related to boost converter duty ratio.

D = 1− vout
vin

(15)

Vout is the output voltage across dc link capacitor. AndVin is the input supply voltage.

Fig. 3. Boost Converter Based BLDC Motor
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The value of inductance and capacitance can be calculated by using duty ratio, ripple
current and ripple voltage respectively and it is given as

L = vin.D

fs.�io
(16)

C = io.D

fs.�vc
(17)

�ILin = 4− 10%

4 Working Principle of BLDC Motor

BLDC motor working principle is same as the DC motor but the major difference is the
constructional part that here rotor consist of permanent magnet and stator is wound for
a specific number of poles also the controller circuit is connected with stator winding.
One themostmajor difference is the electronic commutation instead of usingmechanical
commutation here brushes are not used as it is used in DC motor which makes it free
from sparking and losses caused due to brushes. For the better understanding working
of BLDC motor by learning about its controller unit as shown in Figs. 4 and 5.

4.1 Commutation Part

To determine the position of the rotor, hall sensors are mounted on rotor and finally
decoding that hall signals into back thus generating switching pulse for the VSI and
making electronic commutation possible. Here block commutation or 120 degree com-
mutation is used in which single phase will conduct for 120 degree and graph and table
for this commutation is shown in Fig. 6. Thus this unique working process of BLDC

Fig. 4. Basic Block Diagram of BLDC motor
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Fig. 5. (a) Waveform For Six Step Commutation and Fig. 5(b) Logic Table For Hall Sensor

motor makes it different from other motors and also its higher torque to weight ratio,
less noise and maximum torque generation has its own advantages. Various equations
for torque and back emf is shown below.

vas = IasRas + L
dIas
dt

+ eas (18)

vbs = IbsRbs + L
dIbs
dt

+ ebs (19)

vcs = IcsRcs + L
dIcs
dt

+ ecs (20)

where vas, vbs and vcs are the phase voltages and eas, ebs and ecs are the back emf
respectively. by using relation between back emf and stator current i.e

eas = kasωaf (�)

and

ψas = LIas +M (Ibs − Ics)

using above flux leakage equations where L and M are self and mutual in- distances, Ia,
Ib and Ic are the stator currents respectively. Torque equation for BLDC motor can be
derived are as follows:-

τes = 1

ωm
(eas.Ias + ebs.Ibs + ecs.Ics) (21)

5 5. Simulations Results and Discussion

The Simulated response of the BLDCmotor with six step inverter fed boost and switched
capacitor based converter is discussed in above shown figures. MATLAB simpower
system blocksets is used to carry out the speed control loop of BLDC motor. Power
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Fig. 6. Current, voltage, EMT torque and back emf of boost converter fed BLDC motor

Fig. 7. Current, voltage, EMT torque and back emf of switched capacitor based converter fed
BLDC motor

electronics blocksets are used to carry put the simulations of pro- posed converter ,
boost converter circuit and Voltage source Inverter.

In Fig. 6.Stator current, rotor speed in revolution per minute following the set refer-
ence speed of 2000 revolution perminute, electromagnetic torque inN-Mand trapezoidal
Back emf voltage waveform for boost fed BLDC motor has been

Depicted for different values of time.
In Fig.7.Stator current, rotor speed in revolution per minute following the set ref-

erence speed of 3000 revolution per minute, electromagnetic torque in N-M and trape-
zoidal Back emf voltage waveform for Switched Capacitor converter fed BLDC motor
has been depicted for different values of time. It can been seen from from Fig .6. And
Fig. 7. That ripple contents are very high and distorted waveform is there in compare to
boost converter rather than in proposed converter.
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6 Conclusion

The switched capacitor fed BLDC motor with six step inverter is proposed in this paper.
The performance characteristics of BLDC motor such as speed, cur- rent, trapezoidal
back emf and electromagnetic torque simulation is carried out using Matlab Simulink
software. To generate gating pulse for voltage source in- verter electronic commutation
have been done using hall sensors. Comparative analysis have been carried out by ana-
lyzing simulation results of performance characteristics of proposed and conventional
Boost converter fed BLDC motor, also equations have been compared and from this
study it can been concluded that proposed converter outperforms conventional boost
converter.
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provide a link to the Creative Commons license and indicate if changes were made.
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